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Deborah Van Hoewyk

 Alvin StarkmanAlfredo Patiño,

ome of my greatest holidays have been road trips 

through Mexico. Of course there have been 

countless drives to Oaxaca City; sometimes via 

Pochutla spending a cool evening with a fireplace Sin San Jose del Pacifico other times via Salina 

Cruz with stops in Matatlan to check out the mescal 

production. One of the most memorable road trips was with my 

daughter and husband in a 1972 VW bug which we christened 

'Gorgeous'. We drove to up the coast to Acapulco and then 

veered inland across a place called Infernillo which like its 

name denotes is an incredibly hot stretch. We were rewarded to 

arrive in Patzcuaro, Michoacan, a beautiful small city with a 

lake that has the island Janitzio in the center. We took a boat to 

the island and wandered around its steep streets- it reminded 

me of the Greek islands. From there we visited Guanajuato and 

San Miguel de Allende. The climax of our trip was visiting the 

old mining town Real de Catorce, San Luis Potosi. This 'ghost-

town' in the high and dry expanses of northern San Luis Potosí 

state was once a thriving silver mining settlement, has long 

been a pilgrimage site for both local Catholics and Huichol 

shamanists. The main road to Real de Catorce leaves Highway 

62 between Matehuala and San Tiburcio. This is roughly to the 

east of Real, near the town of Cedral. From the main highway 

there is a 17-mile (27 km) cobblestone road which rises into the 

sierra, then the 2.4 km long Ogarrio Tunnel which only accepts 

vehicles one way (with travelers in and out having to wait their 

turn). Driving through this tunnel in our Gorgeous yet 

temperamental 1972 VW was otherworldly. As we emerged 

from the tunnel the town felt like a secret unfolding; stone 

buildings that had fallen into disrepair, broken road ways and 

plenty of people on horseback.

Road trips are amazing for seeing places way off the beaten 

track. Long hours spent in the car, especially if you have 

children are great for road games, sing-a-longs and ways for a 

family to reconnect. Warning, playing 'punch buggy' in this 

country can lead to many bruised arms.

This issue our writers explored cars; from Mexico's booming 

car manufacturing to its interesting history and love for the VW 

bug to safety, maintenance and the adventures that come from 

dealing with insurance.

Enjoy and see you next month,

Jane

“Travel is more than the seeing of sights; 
it is a change that goes on, deep and 

permanent, in the ideas of living.” 
– Miriam Beard

http://www.huatulcoeye.com
www.villaescondida.com.mx
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Pumps, Hoses, Pool Filters, Skimmers, Lighting
90% Chlorine, Clarifiers, Anti- Algae 

Mazateco, Sector R, Huatulco
Tel (958) 587 1047
Mon- Sat. 8am-9pm 
Sunday 8am- 6pm

Contact us to book your day tour:
Office in Santa Cruz
Tel: 958 587 0871

6 hour Botanical Garden Tour; 60 varieties of 
exotic flowers and tropical fruits from Asia to 
Central America, Swim in the Magdalena 
River.
Includes: Transportation, Guide, Breakfast, 
Lunch

Gardenia & Palma Real
Huatulco, Oaxaca
 Delivery Service

Tel (958) 105 15 48   Cel 044 958 100  89 60 

Seafood Specialties
Maguey Bay, Huatulco

10am- 5pm
Tel. 958 583 3585

Restaurant 
El Costeño

Chiles&Chocolate
Cooking Classes
Huatulco, Oaxaca

www.huatulco-catering.com

“Great instruction, delicious food 
and wonderful hosts!”

“A Class for all ages and abilities”
“You don't have to be a 'foodie'

 to enjoy this experience.”
“Best Day of our Trip through Panama Canal!”

Tel. 958 587 2655     Cel. 958 100 7339

www.hagiasofia.mx

huxpool@hotmail.com
www.kristalrose.com.mx
www.huatulco-catering.com
http://www.huatulco-catering.com
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emex, short for Petroleos Mexicanos, is the state run 
supplier of petroleum products and by definition a 
monopoly. It is responsible for exploration, 
production, refinement and distribution. P

Pemex has its origins in the United Kingdom when in 1919, 
Shell (Royal Dutch Shell, with headquarters at The Hague, 
Netherlands but registered in London with 60% Dutch 
ownership and 40% British) took control of the Mexican Eagle 
Petroleum Company and formed Shell-Mex Limited. As of 
1935, oil companies were still under control of foreign owned 
companies who tried to prevent the formation of unions. 
Despite their efforts the Union of Oil Workers was formed and 
they held their first meetings in late January 1936 and their 
first convention in July, when they demanded a series of 
improvements, calling a strike until new contracts were signed. 
This first strike was delayed six months but resumed in late 
May 1937 with dire consequences, as gasoline was not 
available for 12 days. Arbitration followed with the Supreme 
Court deciding in favor of the workers, but the British and 
North American companies refused to meet what they deemed 
to be unreasonable demands, threatening to take their capital 
and hard improvements out of the country. In fact Mexican 
resources and output exceeded those of the United Sates. On 

ththe 18  of March 1937, the President of Mexico expropriated all 
17 privately held oil companies and declared it property of the 
Republic of Mexico. 

The first refinery opened in 1946. In 1948 oil and gas were 
discovered near Salamanca, Guanajuato, but the real boom 
came in the early 1970s. In 1971 a fisherman in the Bay of 
Campeche discovered oil and thus began the exploration and 
exploitation of the largest offshore fields in the world at the 
time, Cantarell, which went into full production in 1977. 

 By 1986 average daily production of crude oil reached 1,298, 
000 barrels.  In 1990 lead-free gasoline was produced. By 

th2,000, Pemex was the 5  largest producer in the world.  
Between 2001 and 2009, its workforce increased 7.6% 
reaching with 145,461 employees with approximately 150,000 
by 2013. Although the statistics vary a bit with the source, 

thtoday Pemex is ranked 9  in production (crude and natural gas 
thliquids) and 17  in exports. At the end of 2012 Pemex reported 

a net profit of 5 billion pesos.  However, production has been in 
decline over the last 5 years and internal consumption has 
increased due to an expanding middle class. Today the United 
States obtains about 7.5% of its oil from Mexico.  Pemex has 
greatly expanded its services since the early days and today 
consists of 47 subsidiaries including two credit unions. 

Shortly after his inauguration Enrique Peña Nieto and the new 
administration made it clear that re-organization and 
privatization of Pemex were at the top of their agenda.  
Following a visit to Brazil in September, Peña Nieto indicated 
that he favored the so-called Brazilian Petrobras model. 

Starting in 1997 Petrogas Brazil was reorganized from a 100% 
national oil company, to an investor-owned and supported 
company in which the state still owns 60% percent of the 
shares. However, like Pemex, the government did not make the 
necessary investments to modernize. 

Pemex has been most recently plagued with problems, 
although it is not clear that privatization is necessarily the 
solution. Among other technical issues, broader problems with 
the state-run company include the over encompassing charge 
of corruption, poor management, lack of maintenance of 
infrastructure and inefficiency.  More detailed irregularities 
reported by the press following an audit by the Superior Audit 
of the Federation (ASF) in 2011 included improper payments 
(bribes?), poor record keeping, unacceptable contractor delays 
due to lack of personnel and

The Slippery Slope of Fuel
By Julie Etra
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RESTAURANT, HOTEL & SPA
Zipolite Beach, Oaxaca

Tel. 958 587 8961
www.el-alquimista.com

 

specified materials, inadequate maintenance of pipelines in 
the Gulf of Mexico and in the states of Tabasco and Campeche, 
and lack of technical assistance to Pemex Exploration and 
Production (PEP). Technical decline in production is due to the 
difficulty of exploiting new beds, the need for more advanced 
technology, the lack of modernization of existing facilities and 
infrastructure and lack of investment. Simply stated Pemex 
currently does not have the resources for optimum production 
and associated infrastructure improvements even though 
exploitable fields still exist. 

Legally privatization is a very complex process as Pemex has 41 
divisions, but the company is also a source of Mexican pride, 
has a strong union and substantial pension for retirees. 
According to the Mexican constitution all subsurface minerals 
belong to the state. Approximately 30% of the revenues of the  
federal budget come from fossil fuels and associated products 
and 10% of export earnings. A Constitutional referendum 
would be required for privatization to proceed. So far the 
closest Pemex has come is to sub-contract, and outsource 
components of its operation with private companies and 
investors. Privately owned foreign companies run over 60% 
percent of well drilling operations.

Pemex supports six environmental programs as part of Pemex 
Green, including the Lacandon Jungle Project, a research, 
education, and conservation program in the Middle Basin 
Hydrological System of the Tabasco plain. Another project is 
the Jaguaroundi Ecological Park, a nature reserve of 960 
hectares.

Regarding spills and leaks, by far the most environmentally 
damaging incident occurred in 1979 with the explosion of Ixtoc 
1, the exploratory well in the Bay of Campeche, Gulf of Mexico. 
The spill volume was 3,000,000 barrels, covered an area of over 
1,100 sq. miles, with a shoreline impact of 162 miles. In 
December 2010, 28 people were killed when a giant spill 
caused by an illegal pipeline tap east of Mexico City caught fire 
and exploded. In early January 2012 there was a spill from a 
leaking pipe on the Coatzacoalcos River. And on August 24, 
2012, there was another spill on the Oaxacan Coast near the 
Salina Cruz refinery. 

This article is a compendium from various sources obtained on 
the Internet, including the official Pemex web site, newspapers 
journals, and blogs. Special recognition to authors Andrew 
Smolski and Rafael Azul  (18 December 2012)

Travel Poster from 1930

www.ecoyspa.com
www.el-alquimista.com
www.el-alquimista.com
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ost Chilangos arrive at a destination with two 
words on their lips, followed by a moan: “the 
traffic!” Although they complain, people who 
drive continue to do so and rarely consider 
taking a bus or the metro. And thus the debate M
between driving and public transport 

continues. Economics figures into it.  Certainly a great portion 
of the population can't afford a car, so it's a moot point for 
them. But for those with a choice, there are two distinct camps.  
Here are the pros and cons of both options, keeping in mind 
that this writer is an unreserved proponent of public 
transportation in DF.

DF's Public Transportation System
It's hard to believe, but on the underground subway system 
known as the Metro you can get on, change trains, and travel 
miles and miles for literally pennies: 3 pesos, or about 25 cents 
US.  The Metro is fast, obviously, because it avoids the traffic 
above it.  But, yes, there are hitches. During rush hour it's 
almost unbearable. The cars are crowded, it's agonizing to get 
on and off, and in the summer months it's hot and sweaty. But 
if you can avoid the hours between 7 a.m. and 9:30 a.m. and 5 
p.m. to 8 p.m., you'll get to your destination quickly…and you 
may even get a seat. Weekends are better too, of course. 

Rush hour is a problem on all public transport, but that is true 
the world over. It's also true if you're driving a car.  
 For claustrophobics who prefer to travel above ground, there 
are several options, the best being the Metrobus, the big red 
bus that whizzes down the avenues in its own lane, 
unhampered by traffic. The cost is 5 pesos (45 cents). There are 
several routes, and the city is adding new ones all the time.  
The first car is designated (as is the underground Metro) for 
women, seniors, and disabled persons. And the new route that 
goes directly to Terminals 1 and 2 of the airport costs 30 pesos, 
far cheaper than a taxi and there's also space for luggage on 
this line. 

Buses large and small dot the city's streets. The smaller ones, a 
type of microbus known as peseros, can be seen everywhere in 
DF, including streets on which other forms of transportation 
can't maneuver. The name pesero, which can be interpreted as 
“peso collector,” derives from the first buses, which charged a 
flat fee of 1 peso per ride. There have been several different 
incarnations of this type of transport, but today they're small 
green buses, often not appearing to be in good condition. They 
travel fixed routes, and you can hop on and off anywhere. 
Affixed to the windshield are the destinations, usually 
indicated by the nearest Metro stop or other distinct 
landmarks such as a Walmart, hospital, or market. The fare is 
determined by the distance of your destination. 

The large green buses that travel down the main avenues such 
as Reforma are safer and more comfortable. These buses cost a 
fixed price of between 2 to 5 pesos. 

Owning a Car in DF
Door to door: this appears to be the advantage and attraction of 
driving. Oops, not quite.   Don't forget parking. If it isn't rush 
hour, you may get to your destination faster in your own car, 
especially if you're an aggressive driver. If you aren't, be sure to 
drive defensively to avoid an accident. Given the expense of 
owning a car--paying for insurance, parking, repairs, 
maintenance, registration, and plate fees--economics favors 
public transportation. Plus for many of us the stress of dealing 
with the city's crazy drivers is greatly reduced by taking public 
transportation. Drivers often disagree with the latter, citing the 

comfort and privacy of their own space in an automobile as the 
reason they avoid crowds in the metro.  As one friend says 'I 
just love my car.'

Taxi or Bicycle
Taxis are another great option. They're inexpensive and give 
the passenger privacy while avoiding the masses on public 
transport. There are three types of taxis: those you hail on the 
street, sitio taxis (meaning you pick up the taxi at a specific 
site, such as a hotel or designated street corner), and radio 
taxis (that you call). The latter two claim to be more secure by 
monitoring their drivers and rides and it’s advisable to use 
these taxis for your evening arrangements. Whatever type of 
taxi you choose, check the meter or agree on a fixed price 
beforehand. You may have heard about “express kidnappings” 
on the taxis in DF.  If you hail taxis on the street, you may want 
to send a text message to a friend with the taxi's number.  I've 
personally never had any problem and I don't know anyone 
who has.   

The liberal government of DF is forever on the search for 
greener ways to travel, and thus the increase in public 
transportation services and bike lanes throughout the city. As 
a pedestrian, beware.  Bikes are supposed to obey traffic laws 
but they, as well as motorcycles, don't always adhere to the 
rules.  In fact, neither do many cars and buses.  Don't assume 
that everyone stops at a stoplight! John Dryden said, “We first 
make our habits, and then our habits make us.”  Habit is 
probably the most significant factor in daily life, including how 
we get to our workplace, school, soccer game, theater, and 
weekly book club.  We don't always think twice about options--
we simply do that which we are accustomed. 

Try one of the alternatives listed here for a change...and a new 
perspective on the city.

To Drive or Not To Drive?  
Traffic and Transportation in Mexico City By Carole Reedy
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or extranjeros visiting and living in Mexico, it's a 
challenge to find fine literature in English at a good 
price. Indeed, the shelves of the used bookstores on 
Calle Donceles in Centro Historico are laden with 
books in Spanish, with some in English but at F

inflated prices and in rather poor condition. New books in 
English are available in Gandhi bookstores and the American 
Bookstore, but can prove expensive for we who read several 
books a month. 

But, lo and behold, snuggled on the 
second floor of the American Legion 
building at Celaya 25 in Colonia 
Hipómodro Condesa lies a little bit of 
heaven for book lovers. Owner Grant 
Cogswell has created a used bookstore 
that provides a broad variety of fine 
literature, history, biography, and 
poetry at reasonable prices, in 
excellent condition, and all in English. 
Be prepared to spend some time in the 
one-room space perusing the books 
and conversing with Grant, who knows 
every book in his store and can talk on 
a wide variety of topics, his favorite 
being literature. 

Cogswell's history is as compelling as 
his bookstore. A founder of the Seattle 
Monorail Project and the People's 
Waterfront Coalition, he is also a film writer and producer. 
What brought this Californian to México with the goal of 
starting an enterprise we booklovers cherish?  In 2005, while 
killing time before a dental appointment in Seattle, Cogswell 
was thumbing through a Moon Travel Guide about Mexico and 
thought, “When things go awry for me in Seattle, I will venture 
to Mexico.”  Soon after, he found his way to our megalopolis. 

As a young boy, Cogswell lived in Paris and Andalucia, which, 
he says “Profoundly marked my ideas about what cities and 
civilization should be like. When I was older and lived in the US 
and England, things just didn't click for me. Mexico gives me 
that old feeling of comfort in the city.” Shades of Proust and his 
madeleines?  “The city suits me entirely,” he goes on to say, 
“sometimes just walking in a park or during rush hour in the 
crowded Metro.  Wherever you go here, the people are 
incredibly friendly.”

The logo for the store is, not surprisingly, an open book under a 
volcano.  When asked about the origin for the bookstore's 
name, Cogswell says with a smile and awaiting a challenge, 
“Named after the best novel in the English language, a piece of 
prose that works like a film.  It is unique, and it talks about the 

Anglo/Mexican experience in a different 
novel takes place in a city close to Mexico City: Cuernavaca.”

What books sell best?  Lolita, by Vladimir Nabokov, tops the 
list.  When a new copy comes in, it lasts about three hours on 
the shelf before it's sold.  The Great Gatsby seems to be the 
most studied American novel in the city. Hence its popularity 
at the bookshop.  

Under the Volcano has a generous trade 
policy, depending on the popularity of the 
book.  Credits run from 20 to 60 pesos 
towards future purchases, with largest 
credit given for books by T.S. Eliot, W.H. 
Auden, Joan Didion (who Cogswell 
describes as the “best living prose writer”), 
and Sylvia Plath.

When asked the classic “Which three 
books would you take to a desert island?” 
the bookstore owner responds by saying 
the modern-day version of the question 
should be “What three books would you 
save in case of a nuclear disaster?” He 
couldn't stop at three, naming five: a 
collection of T.S. Eliot's poetry, The Road 
by Cormac McCarthy, Jane Eyre by 
Charlotte Bronte, Great Expectations by 
Charles Dickens, and White Teeth by 
Zadie Smith, each of which can be found 

on the tightly packed shelves at Under the Volcano. 

There are many surprises here, including beautiful and 
pristine hard-cover editions of most of Anthony Trollope's 
novels, Simon Winchester's brilliant history books, and David 
Lida's stories about Mexico, among other classics and modern 
gems. These days Cogswell is recommending Cormac 
McCarthy's fifth novel, Blood Meridian or the Evening Redness 
in the West, written in 1985 and considered his best by many 
critics.  Also high on his list is George W.S. Trow's Within the 
Context of No Context, a brilliant exposition on the disastrous 
effects of television on American culture, originally written as 
essays for The New Yorker.   

Don't miss this bookshop filled with great books and 
conversation.  Downstairs there's a cute little bar that sells 
delicious hamburgers for just 60 pesos. Books and burgers, a 
perfect afternoon!   

C h e c k  o u t  t h e  b o o k s h o p ' s  w e b s i t e :   
underthevolcanobooks.com
Open lots of hours: Mondays through Fridays: 10-7, 
Saturdays and Sundays: 10-6
Located at: Celaya 25 in Hipódromo Condesa, just three 
blocks from the Metrobus stop Sonora. 

way. In addition, the 

Under The Volcano: 
The Best Little Bookstore in Mexico City

By Carole Reedy



ndn the evening of January 22 , 2012, I was sitting 
at Señor Puck's, a cold Pacifico con limon in hand, 
intently watching my San Francisco 49ers as they 
prepared to kick off to the NY Giants to begin the Oover time quarter, tied at 17.  It just doesn't get 

better than this.

A tap on my shoulder, and a friend informed me my vehicle, 
parked on the curb, had just been rear-ended by another 
vehicle.

Adios Football,  Hello Headaches.

Out on the street, the offending vehicle had not only hit my left 
rear bumper first, but spun around and tagged a Lincoln 
Navigator and also sideswiped, to a lesser degree, a third 
vehicle, before coming to a stop in the center of the highway, 
inoperable.

Asking other people standing by where the responsible driver 
was resulted in fingers pointing across the street and to the 
west.  “He went thata way” was the answer.

Well, I thought to myself, now I get to find out what happens 
when involved in an accident in Mexico.

Keep in mind; this is the best of all possible accidents to be 
involved in.  Why?

A. No one was injured
B. I was not at fault.
C. Plenty of witnesses.
D. My vehicle was injured, but still operable.
E. I had Mexican Insurance.

More than an hour passed at the accident scene, talking to 
police, towing the responsible abandoned car away, and 
finally, it was over.

I returned to Señor Puck’s just in time to see the final score, 
20/17, Giants.  This was more upsetting than the destruction 
of my cherry GMC!

Phoning Lewis and Lewis, my Mexican Insurance agent in San 
Diego the following morning and explaining the situation 
resulted in the Qualitas Insurance adjuster knocking on my 
door within 45 minutes!  Wow!

Digital camera in hand, he proceeded to document the damage 
and identify all the parts that would be replaced.  He also 
photographed my Insurance Documents (Lewis and Lewis), 
Drivers License, Registration, FM3, and placed a phone call to 
the Qualitas Tijuana headquarters office.

He then gave me the business card of an auto repair shop, El 
Colorado, and strongly suggested I use only this shop for 
repairs.  In fact, he would waive the requirement of having 3 
estimates if I used this shop.  We shook hands, and he left.

Thanking him and closing the door, I was in the process of 
explaining and discussing the morning's events with my wife, 
when there was a knock at our front door.

Opening the door, I was confronted with two local men.  A very 
large man and a very small man.  Although my Spanish is poor, 
I was made to understand that the larger gentleman was the 
owner of the offending vehicle of the night before.  The smaller 
man was his employee, and also the driver.

Omitting many myriad details of the following two days, here is 
the short version:

The owner of the vehicle wanted to cover the costs of the repairs 
to my truck!  Not out of the kindness of his heart, but to keep 
his employee from going to jail and to be able to recover the 
Honda Accord from the impound yard.

With a call to our Qualitas agents cell phone, he came back to 
our house, dickered with the car's owner, and arranged for all 
of us to meet at the police station, where the owner paid my 
$500USD deductible in cash to the Qualitas agent directly, and 
I was given an official paid receipt.

My wife and I then signed a release of claim for the police.

Which brings me to a Conclusion:  Now I know why guilty 
locals involved in accidents run away!   Instead of going to jail 
for being drunk, they can go to the police the next day and; well, 
I don't know what they do, but, everything turned out okay for 
this guy.

Now, as for repairing my truck here in Huatulco:

Locating the shop and talking with the shop crew was relatively 
easy, only taking another one and a half hours.  Amazingly, the 
Qualitas adjuster walked into the shop just as the owners were 
finishing their estimate.   In retrospect, I think the shop 
phoned him.  However, his appearance expedited the whole 
process. 

Once the repairs were agreed to, I was told everything was 
taken care of and I would be notified when I could bring the 
truck in.  Of great note in this experience is I never once, 
despite many requests on my part, saw a written estimate of 
repairs from the auto body shop.

Mexican Car Insurance
A Personal Essay 

By Larry Turk
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I didn't know it at that time, 2 days after the accident, that it 
was just the beginning of a long angst filled waiting/e-
mailing/telephone tag period involving the Qualitas head office 
in Tijuana.  This went on for 6 weeks.

Again, in the interest of brevity, I'll summarize.  It finally 
became apparent the main office in Tijuana very rarely 
authorizes repairs.  I received several phone calls from 
different Qualitas agents.  First, they offered a check equal to 
what they said the cost of the repairs were and, in their words “I 
could have it repaired anywhere I wished, even in the USA.”  
The offer was for $1,600 USD.  Adding the $500 deductible 
already paid, this would mean the shop estimate should have 
been for $2100 USD.

Several telephone calls over the next month resulted in 
Nothing Happening.  Finally, an agent from Qualitas called 
and said he would be in Huatulco, come to my house in person, 
and would offer me a better settlement and if we came to an 
agreement, write a check on the spot.

We set a date, a loose afternoon appointment, so I would be 
sure to be there, and:  He Never Showed, Never Called!  Not 
surprising, in Mexico, right?

More phone calls, more nothing.

Finally, I phoned my San Diego Insurance office, spoke with my 
Lewis and Lewis agent, and explained the run around I was 
having.  He got back to me one day later, said he shook things 
up at the Qualitas Underwriters Tijuana office.  He also told me 
he had reminded them that one of my truck tires had also been 
destroyed and they had neglected to add a pay out on that item.  

Within a few days, the repair shop called, I went back over, they 
re-examined the damage, and told me they would get back to 
me.  Again, I asked for but did not receive a copy of their 
estimate.

Finally, perhaps a week later, they phoned and said my truck’s 
parts had come in.  I delivered the truck.  Two days later the 
repairs were done.  

Upon signing an acceptance release of the work I finally saw 
the estimate for repairs, in Pesos.  Doing the conversion, the 
repairs were over $1000 USD more than the Qualitas office had 
offered me in cash.  Plus, they also bought me one brand new 
10ply 16inch tire, which cost about $300 USD; making the 
difference between cash offered and actual repairs $1300 USD.

I was happy to get the repairs done, and the shop did an 
excellent job bending, twisting, straightening, and painting. A 
similar repair job in the States would probably have been 3 
times the amount of money, and would have used many more 
replacement parts, rather than salvaging and bonding twisted 
pieces.

Chiles&Chocolate
Wedding Services
Huatulco, Oaxaca

www.huatulco-catering.com

www.idreamofmexico.com
http://www.huatulco-catering.com
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exico is number 8 in world auto production as 
of 2012, and is poised to displace number 7 
Brazil in the near future. Some of the newest, 
most modern and efficient auto assembly 
plants in the world are located in M
Aguascalientes, Toluca, Hermosillo, and 

Guanajuato. The auto industry of Mexico provides 56,000 jobs, 
21.9% of the country's exports, represents 18% of its 
manufacturing GDP (Gross Domestic Product), and is growing 
at a steady rate.

The first cars arrived in Mexico D.F. in 1903 when they 
officially tallied 136. By 1906 there were 800. In 1910 
Mercedes-Benz and Renault built small assembly plants there 
at the request of then President Porfirio Diaz, primarily to 
provide vehicles for the government, but these endeavors were 
only to survive a few months due to the overthrow of the Diaz 
dictatorship and the ensuing revolution. Buick, in 1921, 
became the first auto producer to become established in 
Mexico, followed by Ford in 1925.

Through the following years, more and more automakers 
established Mexican sales outlets and organizations. In the 
1960s, the autoworkers' unions made gains in the struggle for 
autonomy and self-rule, and the Mexican government passed

Geographically, the Mexican auto industry is considered in 
three “clusters”. The Northern Cluster includes automotive 
majors like the states of Baja California, Sonora, Chihuahua, 
Tamaulipas and . The Baijo Cluster includes 
Zacatecas, Jalisco, Guadalajara, Michoacan and Silao (in 
Guanajuato), and the Central Cluster includes the states of 

Morelos (primarily the Ciudad Industrial del Valle de 
Cuernavaca—Civac), Puebla, Cuautitlan, Hidalgo, Toluca and 
Tultitlan. Some areas are heavily involved in stamping and 
final assembly, and some are concentrated more on parts 
production and supply. Besides the availability of an 
intelligent, industrious workforce, another strong advantage of 
producing vehicles in Mexico is its proximity to the largest 
market in the world, the United States. Transportation to the 
U.S. markets is, relative to most auto-producing countries, fast 
and cheap.

Nuevo León

regulations that required auto companies to assemble cars in 
Mexico that were to be sold in Mexico. Immediately Mercedes, 
Fiat, Citroen, Peugeot, and Volvo withdrew, leaving American 
Motors, Renault, Volkswagen, Datsun and Borgward, as well 
as “The Big Three” from the U.S.; Chrysler, Ford and General 
Motors. Taxes on automobiles were increased during the latter 
part of that decade and the Mexican auto industry was slowly 
in decline. For all practical purposes, it wasn't until the late 
1990s that things began to turn around.

In 1995 Mexico annual auto production was 935,017. By the 
end of the year 2000 it had reached 1,935,527, and in 2011 it 
was 2,680,037 units. The excessive taxes on vehicles had been 
reduced or eliminated, and with it's eye on the future, Mexico 
had invested in education. Mexican schools and universities 
now graduate about 90,000 engineers and technicians a year; 
more than Canada, Germany or Brazil. The quality of its 
available workforce bodes well for any manufacturing country, 
and Mexico's workforce is considered exceptional. 

In March of 2012, President Calderon was in Hermosillo to 
announce Ford's $1.3 billion investment in their plant there. 
He said, "Mexico, besides being good at manual labor, is being 
very good in intelligence (and) operations in our youth's know-
how when applied to work." Ford is building their latest 
generation Fusion at this award-winning plant, and expects 
the new 2013 Fusion to out-sell the competion in its class, 
which includes Toyota Camry, Honda Accord and Nissan 
Altima, to become the best seller worldwide.

K. Alan Russell is CEO of TECMA Consulting in El Paso, Texas. 
TECMA is a business group that specializes in international 
companies that work with Mexico. He recently said, when 
discussing foreign-owned manufacturing plants in Mexico, 
“They are breathtaking. You don't see new assembly plants in 
the United States often. These (Mexican) plants are strikingly 
exceptional. The quality, the technology is really exceptional. 
You can be in any plant in any first-world country anywhere in 
the world when you walk in these plants and never guess that 
you are in Mexico.”

There are 42 automakers making a total of 400 models in 
Mexico at present, and most importantly, the quality of these 
models are considered the best, or equal to the best produced 
in the world.

Mexican Auto Industry 
Surprising the World

By Neal Erickson
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1. The first cars didn’t have steering wheels. Drivers 
had to steer with a lever! 
So basically, it was just like a games console…but 
REAL!

2. The first car radio was invented in 1929. 
What people listened to on long trips before this is 
beyond me!

3. The automobile is the most recycled consumer 
product in the world today! 
So where are all our milk cartons disappearing to?

4. Over 90% of car owners admit to singing 
behind the wheel. I think the other 10% are lying…

5. Japan produced the most passenger vehicles
/most total vehicles world wide in 2006. Go figure!

6. The city with the most Rolls Royce’s per capita is 
Hong Kong. 

7. On average a human being spends two weeks of 
their entire lives waiting for traffic lights to change!

8. An airbag takes only 40 milliseconds to inflate after 
an accident. 

9. The United States has almost one car per person. 
Even babies!

10. The Most Expensive Car in 2010 Cost Over Two 
Million Dollars.
 Luckily only 3 of these were ever produced

Car Fun Facts

A huge thank 
you to The Eye 
advertisers and 

contributors 
who make this 

FREE 
publication 

possible.

www.oaxacabedandbreakfast.com
http://www.oaxacabedandbreakfast.org
www.hairstylisthuatulco.com
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ong distance road trips in Mexico are always an 
adventure.  Unlike traveling the trans-Canadian 
highway or interstate highways in the U.S., where 
hundreds of kilometers roll by while the driver can Lrelax and listen to music or an audiobook, the 

highways and byways in Mexico demand constant 
concentration and quick responses.  Travelers who arrive at 
their destinations in cars almost always need a cold drink, at 
least a few hours to recuperate, and an audience to listen their 
unanticipated experiences.  

The paved highways in Mexico are a mix of modern toll roads, 
some of them miracles of modern highway engineering, 
ordinary well-paved two-lane roads, and once-paved roads 
that have deteriorated into washouts, pot-holes and cave-ins 
along the sides, to the extent that speeds over10 miles an hour 
are unattainable.  Beyond the highways lies a vast network of 
rural unpaved roads, with barely a warning that your trip 
necessitates travel on one of these.

We would advise long-distance travelers from north of the 
border to stay on the toll roads as many kilometers as possible.  
Don't worry about missing cities.  With a few exceptions where 
urban bypasses have been constructed, most of the tolls roads 
simply dump you off at the edge of a city and leave it to you to 
find your way across to the opposite outskirt where the road 
begins again.

The Mexican government agency in charge of road 
construction and maintenance (Secretary of Communications 
and Transport) is justifiably proud of its modern, safe, high-
speed highways through sometimes extremely rugged terrain.  

Its website  now features a photograph of 
the beautiful Baluarte bridge, on a highway between the states 
of Sinaloa and Durango, whose height over the river below is 
the greatest of any cable-stayed bridge in the world, and it is 
the second-highest bridge overall.  

Mexico's toll roads, with graduated charges from motorcycles 
to cars to various lengths of trucks, are so expensive that it is 
hard to believe any big trucks are on them at all – but they are.  
For example, to travel by car from Mexico City to Acapulco, a 
distance of about 200 miles, currently costs 495 pesos (about 
USD 41).  In return, the toll roads offer speed limits of 100 or 
110kph, good-quality pavement, limited access, rest stops
normally a place to buy gasoline and refreshments, roadside  

www.sct.gob.mx

assistance, and insurance.  Sounds like easy driving, right?  
Wrong.  

Many car drivers take the posted speed limit signs to be only a 
suggestion.  A car traveling at 110 kph will commonly be the 
slowest auto on the road.  When another vehicle wants to pass, 
the driver signals with the left turn signal, and since most toll 
roads are one and a half lanes on each side, the slower vehicle 
needs to move all the way over to the right in the half-lane – no 
kidding, all the way over – since a car coming in the opposite 
direction may also be passing, creating four parallel vehicles on 
a three-lane highway.  

Trucks on the toll roads are another story.  Many cannot reach 
the even lower speed limit posted for trucks.  Getting around 
them requires both patience and nerves of steel.  Most truck 
drivers in Mexico are extremely helpful and will signal you to 
pass when they judge that it is safe for them to move to the right 
and provide adequate clearance.  The signal is – you guessed it 
– a left-hand turn light.  But sometimes they are signaling that 
they are about to pass a truck in front of them.  And at other 
times, the left-turn signal actually means they are going to turn 
left into an area across the highway!  

Other sources of anti-boredom features on toll roads in Mexico 
are work crews, farm machinery going from a field on one side 
of the road to another, and animals that have managed to 
circumvent fences; one toll road in Chiapas proudly provides 
signs of the diversity of mammals that may be crossing.  The 
driver also needs to stay alert for the occasional geological 
event such as sink holes, landslides and rockfalls; warnings for 
these are often posted – but really, what can one do when rocks 
suddenly come hurtling down at your car?  Other sources of 
toll road amusement are the areas with vendors – not the 
authorized commercial areas but several kilometers of 
entrepreneurs all selling exactly the same items; on the toll 
road between Oaxaca and Puebla, red toy trucks are the 
featured item.

Even the toll booths can be an adventure.  Although almost all 
have “multimodal” signs suggesting that one can pay with a 
credit card in a specific lane, that lane can be closed and all the 
other lanes (usually just one open) require cash.  Toll booths in 
Oaxaca commonly become the target of labor union strikes and 
can be closed off by demonstrations for several hours.  And in 
our most hair-raising trip, the toll booths on the highway 
between Morelia and Ixtapa became the sites of a shoot-out 
between the military and a drug cartel using automatic 
weapons – a once-in-a-lifetime experience we hope.

On the Road...
by Jan Chaiken and Marcia Chaiken

http://www.sct.gob.mx/
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Even given these features of the toll roads, for long distance we 
still think that they are preferable to the free federal highways.  
Some federal highways in Mexico traverse 250 miles without 
any rest stop or gasoline, and indeed without any place where 
you would feel safe pulling the car off the highway to exchange 
drivers.

Estimating the length of time to travel on highways other than 
toll roads is difficult in Mexico, partly because of possible 
problems with the road surface, partly because of military and 
police checkpoints, but also because of the intentional 
placement of berms (called topes or vibradores) for slowing 
down traffic in urban areas or near schools, intersections, 
bridges, or dangerous curves.  While very effective, topes are 
made to extend entirely across the road, which would not be 
needed if Mexico's drivers were not so clever at avoiding them 
by traveling in the opposing lane or the shoulder.  On the free 
federal highway between Huatulco and Acapulco, we counted 
over 200 topes and missed slowing down for two of them.

There are several advantages of the free highways, aside from 
the cost savings.  In many parts of the country not yet served 
by toll roads the national highways get you where you want to 
go in a relatively straight line.  Those that hug the coast or 
climb up and over mountains generally have many curves, but 
the views around each curve can be extraordinarily beautiful, 
including sweeping Pacific views, verdant valleys, and cloud-
covered mountain peaks.  The slower speeds needed on these 
roads allow both driver and passengers to admire the scenery.  
Many pass through villages where travelers can buy luscious 
fruits picked ripe off local trees that morning and handicrafts 
that are far less expensive than when purchased in urban 
locations.  

The 'real' Mexico is part of the experience of driving these 
highways.  The multiple uses of rivers becomes evident as one 
crosses bridges.  The traditional modes of transportation – 
burros and horses – are more frequently seen than on toll 
roads.  And the indigenous costumes which many visitors to 
Mexico have just seen in photos or folkloric performances are 
plentiful.

By-ways, for long distance travel, are best used when only 
absolutely necessary.  These are usually unplanned instances 
involving unusable bridges.  Sometimes a bridge will simply 
wash out.  But, in some states, labor unions or other 
dissatisfied groups of citizens block bridges on national 
highways to gain the attention of the media and government 
officials.  We've learned that there is almost always another 
bridge to ford the canyon or river, albeit a hundred kilometers 
out of the way on a dirt road.  When a highway is blocked, 
enterprising taxi drivers are usually available to lead you to the 
alternative crossing and back to the highway on the other side 
of the blockade.  At times it feels like they are leading you on a 
wild goose chase – but if your only choices are to turn around 
and not continue the trip, wait for an undetermined amount of 
time – perhaps days – or follow the taxi, we follow the taxi.   

Planning a successful car trip in Mexico requires some advance 
concentrated attention to details, and perhaps some 
investment in mapping resources.  In the US and Canada we 
are accustomed to accurate and up-to-date GPS information 
available to us real-time on smart phones or tablets.  But in 
Mexico, the public sources of GPS information are so limited 
and inaccurate that companies which prepare commercial 
GPS maps must devote resources to air or ground surveillance 
to find out what is the actual situation.  

One of the companies in Mexico with the longest history of 
being devoted to accurate GPS information in Mexico is 
BiciMapas, whose founder and president Alberto Najera told 
us in an interview that the GPS data files of governments in 
Mexico are not available to the public in forms that are digitally 
usable (all you can do with the maps after download from web 
sites is to print portions) 

and are not licensed to companies anyway.  To boot, the 
information in the files is not timely or accurate, so producing 
correct maps requires a staff of personnel who can understand 
the limitations and can verify the existence and locations of 
highways.   

We know people who depended on Google maps for routing in 
Mexico, the same as they do in other countries, and were 
directed at least 5 hours out of their way on a two-day trip.  The 
government's currently available digital map of Mexico (which 
took us 4 hours to download) was dated 2011 and shows two 
high-speed toll roads from Huatulco to Oaxaca, which do not 
exist to this day in April 2013, and failed to show a good toll 
road to Tuxtla Gutierrez (in Chiapas) which did exist in 2011.

Mr. Najera said that the government provides details on its 
website of highway construction projects and their planned 
completion dates, but the information is not reliable enough to 
include them in GPS maps planned for release in the near 
future – the construction may be delayed or terminated 
without notice.  His company finds out about newly-opened 
highways the same way that newspapers do – the President of 
the Republic shows up for a ribbon-cutting ceremony.

One of the most important planning activities when traveling in 
Mexico is to figure out where you need to fill your gas tank in 
order to reach the next destination on your trip.  Mr. Najera 
said that Pemex provides no public information about the 
opening of new stations or closing of old ones, so his company 
is dependent on feedback from past customers who say they 
have found “mistakes” in the current map.  Remarkably, 
owners of hand-held GPS receivers are an enthusiastic and 
cooperative group of map-builders – they are involved in a 
hobby that perhaps has replaced building model ships.  

A worldwide cooperative community has produced the maps 

you can find at , which are 
available for free to anyone and for this reason are found on the 
websites of many companies in Huatulco for showing the 
locations of their offices.  In Mexico, these maps contain details 
of new roads, names of roads, one-way directions, walking 
paths, parking lots, etc. which are laboriously provided by 
ordinary (but nerdy) local amateurs who own GPS equipment.  
GPS maps are made by professional surveyors and amateurs 
using GPS!  

Those who are accustomed to finding businesses or residences 
on their smartphones in other countries by using street 
addresses have to realize that many addresses in Mexico look 
like “Blvd Mitla s/n” (meaning “without a street number”).  If 
Blvd Mitla is a long street, it is quite a challenge to companies 
like BiciMapas to show the locations and addresses on maps.  
In addition, some areas have street numbers but they do not 
coincide with any current numbering system – some of the 
numbers may be historical outdated numbers.  In areas like 
Mexico City, which is divided into Colonias, the same address 
may appear in different Colonias, adding to the difficulty of 
preparing GPS maps that will guide you to your intended 
destination.  The software that lets you search for an address 
in your car or on your smartphone was not designed with 
Mexico's peculiarities in mind.

If planning and taking a long-distance trip in Mexico sounds 
daunting, that's because it is.  But, if you consider life to be an 
adventure, you will not let this stop you.  We used to drive to 
Huatulco from the U.S. every year for many years, taking a 
different route each time.  Now, we leave a car in Huatulco.  
But after a month or so of sun and sand, we're ready for a long-
distance road trip to a part of Mexico we haven't yet explored.  
We hope to see you on the road.

www.openstreetmap.com

http://www.openstreetmap.com/
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t'll only take one fatality or maiming injury on a road in 

Huatulco or Puerto Escondido to get gringos to smarten 

up.  It makes no difference whether you're an expat 

resident of Oaxaca, a snowbird, or a one-week tourist. IAnd it definitively shouldn't provide you with any solace 

calling it a scooter rather than what it is, a motorized vehicle 

affording its driver no protection at all, travelling alongside 

cars and trucks whizzing by.   

Highway traffic rules which do exist in Oaxaca are rarely 

enforced, including impaired driving, vehicle mechanical 

fitness and licensing of drivers.  In fact, if you're 18 years of 

age, all you have to do to get your drivers' license is attend at 

the ministry office with your ID, proof of residence, particulars 

of a next of kin in the event of a serious accident and pay a 

modest fee; no eye test, no written test, no road test.  And if you 

want licensing to drive a big truck, all you do is pay a little 

more. 

The driver next to your 70 cc Chinese Italika scooter could be a 

kid driving a dump truck with bald tires and badly worn break 

pads – a teenager who has never been in a vehicle before that 

day let alone driven one, yet he's legal.  Couple that with the 

lack of enforcement in case he's doing something illegal (i.e. 

drinking or driving unlicensed) and you get the picture.  

Motorcycle Safety

By Alvin Starkman, M.A., J.D.

It doesn't matter how good a rider you are, and with how much 

experience.  In the state of Oaxaca you're much more at the 

mercy of those driving around you than when you're touring on 

your motorcycle back home. 

Buying, Renting, Equipping

Whether buying a motorcycle or scooter for regular use (it's 

always better to spend a bit more for a Japanese brand), or 

renting during your vacation, do not get on a bike that is less 

than 125 cc.  This size sufficiently enables you to extricate 

yourself from potential accidents because it provides the bare 

minimum of power to avoid a pedestrian or other vehicle.  

Many novices think that a small scooter is all that's needed, 

“just to get around.”  But your vehicle should do more.  It 

should enable you to stay safe.  Furthermore, with something 

too small you might not have the confidence to keep up with 

other traffic and hold or take up your entire lane.  

With so many cyclists riding helmetless in Oaxaca, the 

temptation to do so may arise, especially in hot weather. 

Always wear a full face helmet. Don't buy a bicycle helmet.  

They're generally not made to sustain the impact of a 

motorcycle accident.  Buy a brand rated in the US or Canada.  

A Oaxacan friend, an experienced off-road rider, was “just
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 going to the store” so didn't wear his helmet. He ended up 

with a fractured jaw.  When you're tempted to give your 

partner or a friend a short ride home or to their hotel, don't, 

unless you have a second helmet with you.  

Leathers were always an imperative for me riding in Canada. 

But I've never made it a hard-fast rule here in Oaxaca – 

except when it comes to gloves. You'll naturally try to use 

your hands to break your fall, so why not have that 

protection, something that stretches rather your skin, which 

breaks, bleeds and exposes bone.  Never wear shorts.  

Denim is next best to leather, and won't be overly 

uncomfortable since it is cotton.

Rules of the Road

Keep up with the traffic flow, and hold your lane rather than 

motor along next to the curb.  Heeding these two suggestions 

will reduce the likelihood of someone clipping you while 

trying to pass you in your lane. Weaving between lanes 

should not be an issue on the coast because of the lack of 

traffic, but it certainly occurs with frequency in the state 

capital because of congestion.  In any event, resist the 

temptation.  Weaving is one of the easiest ways to hit a 

pedestrian, another motorcycle, or an opening car door. 

When stopped at a light, keep both feet on the ground rather 

than rest one on a foot stand.  Maintaining your balance in 

this way reduces the likelihood of falling if struck from 

behind. 

Insurance is optional in the state of Oaxaca.  In the capital 

only 22% of vehicles are insured.  At minimum buy liability 

insurance.  If you're in an accident, and someone is injured, 

without insurance you could end up in jail, even if you claim 

it wasn't your fault.  Even with insurance the police have the 

right to hold you until they are certain that your insurance is 

current. If you are insured as owner of a car, you may be 

covered under that policy for liability while riding your 

motorcycle, so check with your representative. 

And Finally

A few closing words of caution:  do not ride along the grease 

spot mid-lane, avoid breaking while turning, periodically 

check tire pressure, exercise extra caution when it's been 

raining, always be aware of what's around you, and have 

your bike serviced every six months.  While this advice won't 

always protect you from the other guy, it'll increase the 

likelihood of years of safe riding. 

Alvin Starkman operates Casa Machaya Oaxaca Bed & 

Breakfast ( ). After his two 

brushes, Alvin no longer rides off-road for pleasure or borrows 

friends' larger bikes for highway touring. Alvin has been 

accident free while in his SUV taking visitors to Oaxaca to tour 

the central valley sights.

http://www.casamachaya.com
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Julio César
11 a.m. April 27, 2013 (note early start)
Duration:  4 hours and 30 minutes

Sergio Vela's lecture starts at 9:30 a.m. in the Lunario in Mexico 
City and will be transmitted to other locations en la Republica. 
Also note that in Mexico City the Met operas are now transmitted 
to certain Cinepolis movie theaters as well as the Auditorio 
Nacional.

Giulio Cesare in Egipto, the original title in Italian, premiered 
February 24, 1724, in London.  It was an immediate success and 
now comes to the Met in David McVicar's production. Opera 
favorite David Daniels, the world's leading countertenor, sings 
the title role (originally written for a castrato) and Natalie Dessay 
is delicious as the exotic Cleopatra. The brilliant conducting by 
Harry Bicket, a specialist in baroque music, reminds us that the 
real star of the opera is the music.

The Guardian has praised Mr. McVicar's ''witty, sexy, and tragic 
post-colonial framing of Handel's  Caesar and Cleopatra tale,'' 

thwhich incorporates elements of Baroque theater and 19  century 
British imperialism to illuminate the opera's ideas of love, war, 
and empire building.  

Ten Sublime Operas for the New Season

Last month in THE EYE, we speculated about the 2013-2014 Met 
HD Transmission season.  Now it's official. Here are the operas, 
dates, and times with highlights of each opera. Peter Gelb, 
general director of the Met, announced the chosen operas during 
the intermission of Parsifal on March 2, explaining the decision 
concerning operas that might be appropriate for the HD screen is 
based on three factors: new productions (of this coming season's 
three new productions, two appear on the HD list), revivals of 
classic operas, and great casts (aren't they all?).

The announcement of James Levine's return to the podium after 
his prolonged absence due to illness provoked cheers and sighs of 
relief from the audience. The maestro will conduct a new 
production of Verdi's Falstaff as well as Mozart's Cosi Fan Tutte.
Let's take a look at the coming season:

October 5, 2013, 12:00 noon   
Tchaikovsky's Eugene Onegin 
Mariusz Kwiecien as the title character and Anna Netrebko as 
Tatiana are reason enough to attend this production.  They are 
two of the most notable singers and skilled actors in opera today.

October 26, 2013, 12:00 noon   
Shostakovich's The Nose
This satirical opera, one of Shostakovich's masterpieces, is based 
on the story by Nikolai Gogol and uses a variety of different styles, 
from atonal to folk and popular music. 

November 9, 2013, 12:00 noon   
Puccini's Tosca
Soprano Patricia Racette in talking about her final fatal jump as 
Tosca says: “I want to squeeze every dramatic drop of blood out of 
this as possible. No apologies.” With Robert Alagna as 
Cavaradossi and George Gagnidze as Scarpia, the afternoon will 
be filled with tension driven by fine voices and acting. 

December 14, 2013, 12:00 noon  
Verdi's Falstaff
James Levine returns to the Met podium after a two-year 
absence to conduct this new production of Verdi's final opera, 
based on Shakespeare's Merry Wives of Windsor and Henry IV. 

thComposed in Verdi's 80  year, Falstaff is one of just two 
comedies in his 28 operas. It was well received from the 
beginning, much to the surprise of Verdi's fellow composers, 
who considered him a serious--not comic--composer. 

February 8, 2014, 12:00 noon  
Dvorak's Rusalka
Only two words are necessary to describe this opera: Renée 
Fleming. Opera lovers everywhere will flock to see her sing the 
luscious “Song to the Moon.”

March 1, 2014, 11:00 a.m.   
Borodin's Prince Igor
This opera hasn't been performed at the MET since 1917, so 
the new production is definitely in order. As the opera was 
unfinished at the time of Borodin's death, we'll undoubtedly 
see some adjustments and new material.

March 15, 2014, 11:00 a.m.   
Massenet's Werther
Jonas Kaufmann, one of the world's leading tenors who 
appeared as Parsifal in the Met's 2012-2013 season, stars in 
this new production. Equally adored Elina Garanca sings the 
role of Charlotte.

April 5, 2014, 11:00 a.m.  
Puccini's La Boheme  
La Boheme has become part of the standard Italian opera 
repertory and is one of the most frequently performed operas 
worldwide.  The world premier of the opera took place in Turin, 
Italy, in 1896 with a young Arturo Toscanini conducting. Fifty 
years later, Toscanini conducted it for radio and it was 
recorded. It is the only Puccini opera recorded by its original 
conductor. 

April 28, 2014, 12:00 noon   
Mozart's Cosi Fan Tutte
Cosi Fan Tutte is always known by its Italian title, probably 
because it is difficult to translate. It roughly means “they are all 
like that,” referring to women. This comic opera (ópera buffa) is 
one of Mozart's most beautiful, and is one of the most 
frequently performed operas today. 

May 10, 2014, 12:00 noon   
Rossini's Cinderella
Worth the wait. The final opera of the season will be sung by 
two of the outstanding voices of our time: American soprano 
Joyce DiDonato and Peruvian tenor Juan Diego Flórez.  Both 
charm us with their wide vocal range and fine comedic 
acting skills.
Peter Gelb feels that the opera transmissions are a win-win 
situation for everyone. For the Met's opera stars, they 
provide an opportunity to reach audiences worldwide.  And 
audiences have the opportunity to see the best singing and 
acting opera has to offer.

This column will resume in October's issue of The Eye, with 
sneak previews of each month's operas.    
 

Met Opera Live HD Transmissions:
Sneak Preview of the Last 2012-2013 
Opera and Next Season's Delights

By Carole Reedy 
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 lifetime ago, one of my University professors 
assigned us to read “Zen and the Art of Motorcycle 
Maintenance”.  This was a Philosophical book 
using a motorcycle trip across America as a literary Avehicle.  The premise was that there were two kinds 

of people in the world: those who understood how things 
worked and could fix them and those who were clueless.  The 
author was of the former group which he labeled as “classical 
thinkers” and his companions were a well meaning but inept 
couple of “romantic thinkers”.  You didn't need to be Einstein 
to figure out who was not going to reach California.  

I got my first car the same year and was warned to check the oil 
frequently but the first time I tried to add oil it made a mess all 
over the pavement.  Who knew that you check the oil in one 
place and add it somewhere else?  You can guess which 
category I fall into.  My “better half” knows where to add oil and 
has some idea about what is under the hood but he would not 
have made it to California either.  This is one of the reasons we 
chose to live in Mexico.  There are plenty of people willing and 
able to fix things for us.

During our first year in Huatulco we had the brakes checked 
and were assured they were OK but a few weeks later they 
failed on highway175, half way between Pochutla and Oaxaca.  
The brake pads were completely worn through but 
“technically” there was still some wear left on the brakes when 
they were checked.  The lesson was that in Mexico you must 
develop the ability to ask the right question.   The brakes had 
some wear but were still functioning… so they were OK, we 
failed to ask “how much” wear they had.  Total cost for brake 
pads and a tow truck going two hours each way was under  
$200.USD.  I shudder to imagine what the bill might have been 
north of the border.

Huatulco is a small town with limited facilities; no one seems to 
carry much stock and there is no large parts store.  Most car 
parts have to be special ordered and your car could be tied up 
for a while, especially if the wrong part was ordered or shipped.  
This has happened frequently but fortunately taxis are 
relatively cheap while you wait.  The out of stock situation may 
be one of the reasons that the mechanics here are so 
resourceful. 

By the time we retired the car we brought to Mexico, our 
“taller de mecanico” was practically holding it together with 
duct tape and paper clips.   After rebuilding the distributor 
4 times over the course of about 18 months, he was 
ashamed to admit it could no longer be salvaged and a new 
one must be ordered.  A lot of the repair parts come from 
China and are very poor quality so if you can get them it is 
worth paying for a premium brand name part.

On the subject of spare parts, if you are planning to bring a 
car to Mexico, save yourself some misery by bringing a 
model which is sold here.  When a water hose blew out the 
mechanic was able to do a “temporary fix” but he warned us 
not to take the car out on the highway.  It was impossible to 
find the correct hose for that make in Mexico so we had 
someone send us one from Canada.  What really hurt, after 
paying shipping and duty, was that the thing was actually 
made in Mexico…exclusively for the export market.  Thank 
you NAFTA!

We once took our Ford Windstar down to the dealer in 
Salina Cruz to have them analyze it with the Ford scope.  I 
am not sure if they saw a gringo wallet coming but I do know 
we could have bought new vehicle for less than the quote 
they gave us.  According to the print out, literally 
everything short of the upholstery needed replacing!  On 
the other hand perhaps we just asked the wrong questions. 
We took it back to the local guys and although it took some 
trial and error, a year later it is still on the road.  

Overall the “talleres de mechanico” do a good job.  They 
tinker, they adjust and eventually they diagnose problems 
making every effort to repair the vehicle in the most 
expedient way possible. They are exactly what that long 
forgotten author had referred to as “classical thinkers”.  
Unfortunately, vehicles are getting more complicated with 
sophisticated computer systems. Perhaps those “classical 
thinkers” will one day become as obsolete as we 
“romantics”.   In the mean time we are thankful to have a 
somewhat reliable auto repair service.   

Brooke Gazer operates Agua Azul la Villa, a bed 
and breakfast in Huatuclo.  

www.bbaguaazul.com 

Classical Thinkers and Auto Mechanics
By Brooke Gazer
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n 1979, we took a train from the port of Vera Cruz to 
Jalapa, the capital of the state of Veracruz, to visit a 
friend.  A beautiful trip; a train with old-fashioned 
charm, chugging slowly up the sides of the Sierra Madre 
Oriental. We saw coffee beans ripening among glossy I
green leaves, crossed deep gorges on spidery bridges, and 

ate gorditas we bought from women who boarded the train 
whenever it stopped.  There might even have been a chicken 
crate or two overhead.

My friend was horrified:  “NOBODY rides the train!”  

So we went back down the mountains on a comfortable but 
boring bus.  No coffee-bean landscapes or isolated villages 
untouched by automotive traffic.  Although Mexican 
passenger trains hung on for another two decades, the bus had 
become the way to go.

Revolution and the railroad
thTrains had come to Mexico in the latter 19  century; although 

the first concession to build a railway from Veracruz to Mexico 
City was issued in the 1830s, financial problems, concessions 
that failed, civil war, and foreign invasions kept it from 

completion until 1873.  By bringing railroad construction 
under the aegis of the federal government, Porfirio Díaz greatly 
expanded the  rail network during his presidency/dictatorship 
(1876-1911, with a couple of hiatuses), going from 640 to 
24,720 kilometers, much of it built by foreign investors to 
facilitate their commercial interests. 

The major impact of the early railroad was its provision of 
freight service, although most trains did carry passenger cars, 
and passengers represented about 30% of rail traffic up until 
the Mexican Revolution).  Because the system was dominated 
by foreign investment, profits left the country; moreover, 
serving foreign interests meant that the railroad did not 
contribute to Mexican business or entrepreneurship.  

In 1909, Porfirio Díaz addressed these problems by 
nationalizing train service under a company called 
Ferrocarilles Nacionales de México (FNM).  When the Mexican 
Revolution started in 1910, the railroads played a key role in 
deployment for troops on both side—it was also a key target for 
attacks by competing Revolutionary factions, who destroyed 
track, bridges, and critical equipment.  Post-revolutionary 
attention went to repair and maintenance of the existing 
system, with complete nationalization achieved serially in the 
period 1929-37.  

Never again would the railroad serve as the heart of Mexico's 
transportation strategy.  In its boom years (1881-84), the 

rail system had added 5000 kilometers, while in the sixty years 
between 1935 and 1995 rail coverage expanded by only 3000 
kilometers; in 1998, the total was 30,952 kilometers.  To 
combat mounting losses, FNM was privatized into four 
separate companies in 1995; nearly all passenger service was 
suspended by 1998.  

From rails to roads
In the 1920s, the government turned its attention to the road 
system, as the Revolution had initiated land reform and a 

campaign of agricultural modernization that required more 
flexible access to rural areas.  Federal investment went to the 
roads and stayed there, with an agenda of stimulating 
agriculture, commerce, and manufacturing based on Mexican 
investment and economic capacity rather than foreign 
investment and imports. It's been argued that the road system 
was a critical factor in Mexico's post-Revolution 
transformation.  When Lázaro Cárdenas nationalized foreign-
owned oil companies in 1938, the government could keep the 
cost of gasoline at an artificial low, aiding the shift to 
automotive transportation as a matter of development 
strategy.

Creating the basic road system in Mexico took from 1925, early 
in the presidency of Plutarco Elías Calles, until 1959, when the 
Ministry of Communications and Public Works set up a 
division to deal with automotive traffic.  Thirty-odd years of 
road-building was hardly a matter of money and cheap gas, 
however.  It represented a political vision of a capitalist 
economy in which a tiny wealthy class was supposed generate 
economic growth that would reach the very small middle class 
and much larger bottom tiers of society, who would be served 
by road-based access.  On the other hand, because the post-
Revolution government was still working towards stability, the 
road-system project also required deep cooperation with 
regional and local stakeholders.  

Anyone who's driven from Huatulco to Oaxaca City can see the 
topographical obstacles, and if you've done it in the rainy 
season you can appreciate the climatic obstacles.  Because 
cars were only for the rich for quite a while, any road system 
would have to accommodate more than its share of trucks and 
buses.  It was a slow start for Calles, who seems to have 
concentrated on the administrative aspects, but Cárdenas 
managed to build some momentum, finishing the highway 
from Mexico City to Nuevo Laredo before 1940.  

Of course, the vehicles that would travel these roads were 
mainly produced in the United States; there was a disruption 
in vehicle supply during World War II, when the U.S. turned to 
building military vehicles, a hint of how intertwined the U.S. 
and Mexican transportation systems truly were, and remain.

Buses Vs. Trains
By Deborah Van Hoewyk
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 Once the WWII crisis receded, Mexico went back to building 
highways and encouraging local jurisdictions to develop a 
rural road network.  

By 1998, despite economic and fiscal crises in the 1970s, 
Mexico had 323,761 kilometers of highways and byways, 30% 
of them paved, plus another 6,335 kilometers of expressways, 
most of them tollways—ten times as much road as rail.  
(Another 1,725 kms of expressways has been built since then, 
including the Arco Norte, much beloved by those who drive 
from the northland to destinations in Oaxaca state.)

Got roads?  Get buses!
Buses seem to have started rolling right behind the bulldozers.  
The premier bus line in the state of Oaxaca, ADO (Autobuses de 
Oriente) opened with six Bentley Continental buses just in time 
for Christmas 1939; they ran east from Mexico City through 
Puebla and Jalapa to Veracruz.  According to ADO's corporate 
history, the beginning was plagued with difficulties—people 
did not yet realize they needed public transport, the roads were 
still few and dangerous, there were no terminals (they stopped 
at major hotels) or garages, the founding principals had to 
serve as their own drivers, baggage handlers, and mechanics.  
Each trip was an “aventura peligrosa.”

Nonetheless they persevered.  In the 1940s, they switched to 
Spartan buses (made in Michigan) that carried 22 passengers 
and had Red Diamond engines capable of speeds of 120 km/h.  
They also started building their own terminals in the 40s and 
50s, along with their own bus maintenance workshops.  
Always buying the best vehicles available at the time, today 
ADO runs Mercedes Benz buses with bodies by a Brazilian 
company, Marcopolo, and made in Mexico; the company is also 
test driving the Irizar Century coach by Scania.  

Along with buses, ADO also acquires or aligns itself with bus 
companies.  Should you tire of the sun-sand-sea combo in 
Huatulco, just go on up Chahue Boulevard to the sparkling 
ADO terminal on the north edge of La Crucecita.  You can 
choose from ADO GL (luxury), OCC (first class), SUR 
(intermedio—lots of stops), and Ecobus and AU (directo 
economico).  If your destination is Sam's Club in Salina Cruz, it 
will cost you (in pesos) $154 for luxury, $134 for first class, $71 
for intermedio, and $116 for directo economico.  

You can go to Oaxaca City and San Juan Bautista Tuxtepec; 
Puebla; three stations in Mexico City; ten destinations in the 
Isthmus; Tapachula, Cintalapa, Tuxtla Gutiérrez, San 
Cristóbal de las Casas, and Palenque.  And depending on the 
class of service, you'll be comfy and amused all the 
way—Mexico's intercity bus system is considered one of the 
best in the world.

Worried about the safety of the buses on those death-defying 
mountain curves up and down to Oaxaca?  Or those trailer 
trucks that come around blind corners at top speed down the 
middle of the road?  Don't be.  While over 99% of 
transportation fatalities in Mexico are automotive, buses 
account for only 1.29% of those fatalities. 

But wait!
The bus system has not yet completely killed the passenger 
train, although the current system is devoted to short-run 
tourism (two companies run trains through the Copper 
Canyon).  However, at his December 1 inauguration, President 
Enrique Peña Nieto presented a huge scheme to restore 
passenger rail service.  It will cost billions of dollars before it's 
done, but step one is to run a rail line from the Mayan Riviera to 
Merida.  A later project is high-speed rail between D.F. and 
Queretaro, and then to Guadalajara, in support of business 
travel with tourism on the side.  Smaller projects he mentioned 
are Mexico City-Toluca and Mexico City-Tlaxcala-Puebla.  

Of course, engineers are still working on the feasibility studies 
and cost estimates—so the savvy traveler would do well to 
check the bus schedules for a while yet.  

Dr. Gabriel 
Oropeza Cardenas

OB/GYN  
Colposcopy
Ultrasound

Surgery
Cancer Detection

High Risk Pregnancies

Beta Centauro Bldg. A3 Apt. 3
La Crucecita, Huatulco

Tel (958) 587 2297 Cel . 958 587 8518

www.cafejuanitamexico.com

Santa Cruz, Huatulco
Tel. 958 587 2655
Cel. 958 100 7339
Closed Mondays

www.oaxacaculinarytours.com

What do you get
 when you cross 
a chef with an 

anthropologist?

www.mantaraya-hotel.com
www.grillomarinero.huatulco.tv
www.cafejuanitamexico.com
http://www.cafejuanitamexico.com
www.oaxacaculinarytours.com
http://www.oaxacaculinarytours.com/about-us.html
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In 1954, at an exhibition entitled "Germany and Its Industry", 
Mexicans were first introduced to the German manufactured 
car, Volkswagen. The attendees of that exhibition, I'm sure, 
had no idea just how important the symbol 'VW' would become 
to their national economy.

One year later, Studebaker-Packard of Mexico had signed a 
contract to produce the Volkswagen Sedan. By 1964, the 
popularity of the German engineered car was evident, and 
Volkswagen de Mexico was born. The following year 
construction was started on a manufacturing plant just 
outside of Puebla,130 km south of Mexico City. The plant 
produced its first car, the Beetle, in 1967. By 1971, the VW 
Beetle became the official car for public transportation in 
Mexico's capital city and was known as the Minitaxi.

In 1978, with the Beetle being so popular and the 
manufacturing at the Puebla plant in Mexico so economical, 
VW started exporting the model to the European markets in 
countries such as Italy, Belgium and even its home country of 
Germany! The 80's marked the one-millionth car in production 
as well as the addition of 5 new VW models being 
manufactured in Mexico. That required yet another expansion 
of the Puebla plant and meant more jobs for the local 
population. In 1990, less than a decade later, VW de Mexico hit 
the two millionth vehicle mark and of those, one million had 
been the popular Beetle.

In the midst of all of their success, in 1992, VW workers 
initiated a strike at the Puebla plant. The highly competitive 
nature of automotive industry had prompted the management 
at the Puebla plant to try instituting a Japanese style work 
organization. In addition to a cultural clash of work systems, 
this new work organization would have restructures the 
traditional pay and promotion system that had been in place 
for decades at the Puebla plant. With so many Mexican families 
depending on the incomes of workers at the plant, the Mexican 
Government was obligated to step in and mediate. Ultimately, 
the strike was settled in favor of VW, not the workers and 
resulted in the firing and replacement of 2,000 employees.

Despite this setback in production, the 90's saw expanded 
growth for VW as they added several new car models and also 
opened trade from Mexico to South American markets. By the 
end of the century, VW had produced 4 million cars and 
revamped the classic VW Beetle. Production of the new Beetle 
began in 1999. The first decade of the new century marked

more growth at the Puebla plant, allowing them to increase 
distribution and giving them sole manufacturing rights for the 
new Beetle worldwide.

In May of 2010, 43 years after production of the very first 
Beetle, the Puebla VW plant produced its eight millionth 
vehicle. That milestone demonstrated they had become a force 
in the global car manufacturing market. Just 2 years later in 
May of 2012 they hit the 9 million mark, proving to the world 
the plant could produce a half a million cars a year.

Today, VW de Mexico assembles three cars and two minivans. 
The plant produces 2,250 cars a day and employs nearly 
14,000 Mexican workers. With so many people in the town of 
Puebla associated with the VW plant, you will often hear the 
locals quip, “When VW sneezes…the whole city catches a cold.” 
One thing that has made production in Mexico so favorable is 
the low cost of labor. Most workers at the Puebla plant make 
between 50 and 80 Pesos an hour; much lower wages than in 
European countries or the United States, where Volkswagen 
also has manufacturing facilities. VW de Mexico relies 
principally on old models (Beetle, Combi, Panel) for the 
Mexican market, while producing the more modern Golf and 
Jetta for the U.S. and Canadian markets.

Four out of every 10 cars produced in Puebla go to the United 
States, their biggest customer. However, the cars 
manufactured there are also exported to Europe, Australia, 
Japan, China and South America. They export to over 80 
countries worldwide, making it the second largest VW 
production site in the world.

And VW shows no signs of slowing down production at its 
Mexico plant. On the contrary, they recently announced a plan 
to spend $5 Billion over the next three years in North America 
on production of new vehicles. The Puebla plant is set to start 
manufacturing the Golf hatchback in 2014. 

 “With its existing infrastructure, competitive cost structures 
and free-trade agreements, Mexico is the ideal location to 
produce the Golf for the American market,” - Hubert Waltl, the 
head of production at VW's passenger car brand. Volkswagen 
believes so much in the Mexican workforce that it will soon be 
breaking ground on a new facility in the town of San José 
Chiapa, Puebla to manufacture Audi cars.

So, It is likely Mexicans will be seeing Volkswagen cars and 
vans on the highways and byways of Mexico for years to come. 

Beetlemania
By Kary Vannice
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Natural Medicines

Ocotillo #303
La Crucecita, Huatulco
(958) 106 4325

Private Tour Guide Figueroa 
Medical Laboratory 

Guamuchil Ave. 
Bldg.B3 Apt. 3 
Beta Centauro

Tel. 958 587 0417
Cel. 958 100 6155

MERIDA
             MOTORS

Tel. 958 105 1771  Cel. 958 1034700
Lote 193, Sector T, Huatulco

Plaza Madero #134
Huatulco, Oaxaca

(958) 105 1683, (958) 583 4626

OPTICA 
AYLA

Manicure and Pedicure
Acrylic Nails, Gel Polish

Plaza Madero, Huatulco
Tel. (958) 100 9998

Services 
Listings

www.posadalatermita.com
Cel:  958 589 3046

San Agustinillo, Oaxaca, Mx

SPORT  FISHING 

COME  WITH  

  THE

PIONEERS

Includes:  ,  & Drinks
Cel. 044 958 100 77 15

Snack Fruits

Lawyer Perla Vazquez Moctezuma

Hotel Maxico, Local #1
Santa Cruz Huatulco, Oaxaca

Mobile 958 116 7292 Telcel
Mobile 958 107 3221 Movistar

Contact us for all your
 legal needs! 

www.consultorialegalvm.com

Immigration Specialist

 

 

Tel: 958 106 6062 or 958 107 1457
Playa Panteon, Puerto Angel, Oaxaca

http://lunatours.wordpress.com/

LUNA TOURS
Beach and Snorkel

Artisanal Fishing
Full Moon Tour

Sunset Tour

Discover the Beauty & Magic 
of the Oaxacan Coast

Retreat and Relax on 90
 acres of Pristine Nature

EcoCabins, Organic Food
 and DryForest/ Orchard tours

Virgin Beach 
and  Coastside Hiking Trails

www.yiimtii.org
yiimtii@gmail.com

www.posadalatermita.com
www.consultorialegalvm.com
http://lunatours.wordpress.com/
www.yiimtii.org
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 Beach-ocean front luxury condo 
2009 Casa Anita in Sueno del 

Mar, Chahue Beach,
 2 BR, 2 BA, completely 

furnished, ready for move in.

http://casaanita2007.com/sales.htm
call owner: 312 698-4466      

email owner: Villak@aol.com
in Huatulco:  958 587 1828      

360 degree Ocean view lot in 
Residential Conejos, prime 

location.

FOR SALE

CONTACT US:

SPECTACULAR BEACH FRONT!
5 BEDROOMS, MUST SEE!

TEL: (958) 587 0333 or (958) 587 
0440.

www.huatulcorealestate.com
contact@huatulcorealestate.com

For Sale By Owner

huatulcoprimeproperties@gmail.com

www.huatulcoprimeproperties.com
Luxury Penthouse

Ocean, Beach, Marina and Mountain Views!

Private Villa suitable as Boutique hotel

 close to Chahue beach and town center

USA Tel. (512) 430 4575

Huatulco Tel. (958) 587 1828

Best Quality     Absolute Privacy       Best Value

Commercial 1    interior area 1540 sq.ft. / 143 m2   
plus  exterior area 1140 sq.ft. / 106 m2

2  commercial properties at Chahue beach   

Suitable for wine & deli,

 retail store, office, showroom etc.

View View View 3 levels of ocean vista, 
stairs to beach, contemporary, hip, 

turnkey. 958 100 4484

 casavolare@hotmail.com
www.casavolare.com

MENTION THIS AD & 

GET 10% OFF

 ON WEEKLY OR MONTHLY RENTALS

TEL: (958) 587 0333 or (958) 587 0440.

www.huatulcorealestate.com

contact@huatulcorealestate.com

CONTACT US:

Two studio condos, located 2 blocks from Santa 

Cruz beach, reduced to $ 80,000 USD (corner unit) 

and $ 75,000 USD (adjoining unit). Buy separately!

TEL: (958) 587 0333 or 587 0440.
www.huatulcorealestate.com       

contact@huatulcorealestate.com

Or joined for $ 150,000.00 USD!!! 

 
 

www.remaxhuatulco.com
www.cruzdelmar.com.mx


Casa Orquidea Zipolite Vacation Rental.  
New beautiful vacation rental home in 

Zipolite with 2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, 
SKY TV, hot water, private access and 
parking, totally furnished with amazing 

views of the Pacific Ocean.  Check out our 
Facebook page Casa Orquidea Zipolite.  

Contact us at 
casaorquideazipolite@gmail.com. 

Bed & Breakfast
With spectacular ocean views
$89. - $109. USD/room/night

(011 52) 958 581 0265
www.bbaguaazul.com

CABINS 4 RENT (DAY,WEEK OR MONTH) .
IN BARRA DE LA CRUZ.

1 OR 2 BEDROOMS 
FULLY FURNISHED

www.lacremahuatulco.com
Lacremabar@hotmail.com

Selling or Renting 
your home?

Advertise in The Eye 
Real Estate Listings.

This space for 
300 pesos/ month

huatulcoeye@yahoo.com

All information regarding the Real Estate advertised herein has been provided by the individual party, the seller or their agent. The 
Eye does NOT assume any responsibility for the validity  of the information provided. The Eye is not liable for misinformation, 
typographical errors, errors of omission, misprints or other errors in these advertisements. We reserve the right to revise or reject 
any advertisement. The Eye is not a real estate broker and receives no commission upon the sale or rental of the property. 
Prospective buyers should contact a real estate agent for real estate advice and /or their lawyer for legal advice concerning the 
purchase of any properties advertised here.

Where better to explore solar 
vehicles than a place that gets 

320 days of sun a year. 
Solarvehicles.org provides 

directions for these amazing 
inventions!

Solar Vehicles

http://www.bbaguaazul.com


English AA 6pm
Puerto Escondido 
Cafecito Riconada

English AA 6pm
Puerto Escondido 
Cafecito Riconada

English AA 8pm
Huatulco 
Remax Plaza, Chahue
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28 29 30

On the Riviera

Oaxaca City

Weekly Event

SUN MON TUES WED THURS FRI SAT

Announce your 
event for FREE

huatulcoeye@yahoo.com

State Band Concert
12:30pm Free

Zócalo- Oaxaca City

Xochimilco 
Organic Market

Etla Market

Tlacolula Market

Zaashila Market

Ocotlan Market

Xochimilco 
Organic Market

Salsa Lessons  9pm
 Dos Estrellas Cultural Center

 Zipolite
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April
Workshop: Basic Photography

Bravo Photography Center
M. Bravo 116 
$1200 pesos

 http://tallerescfmab.blogspot.mx/

Festival of Ice Cream,
Mezcal & Gastronomy

Municipal palace of
Tlacolula de Matamoros

10 to 6 pm - Free

The Eye is a monthly all-English magazine 
that is distributed throughout the state of 

Oaxaca. It can be found for FREE at 
hotels, restaurants and community hot 

spots. 
Should you wish to receive copies, 
advertise or submit some writing or 

photography please send us an email. 
This magazine is made possible by the 

advertisers so please thank them when you 
use their services.

huatulcoeye@yahoo.com

Photography Opening: Oaxaca Sin
 Tiempo by Rene Ortege Ranachilanga

Casa de la Cultura Oaxaqueña
González Ortega 403

 6 pm - Free

Daylight Savings Time
 begins in Oaxaca

Set your clocks 
forward one hour

Jazz in a Tropical Garden
Casa Colonial

Miguel Negrete #105
5 to 7 pm - $50 pesos

Lecture: Design
 with Passion 

Santo Domingo 
Cultural Center

4:30 pm 

Opening of the International 
Festival of Design and Digital Art

Ethnobotanical Garden
Constitución & Reforma

 8 pm 

Music: Systema Solar
Café Central
Hidalgo 302
9pm FREE

Opera: Handel’s Giulio Cesare
Teatro Macedonio Alcalá

11 am - $120 & 150 pesos

Music: On the Rocks
Casa Colonial

Miguel Negrete #105
5 to 7 pm - $50 pesos

April Fool’s Day

Easter Monday

Earth Day

www.rrestateservices.com


“THE ART OF CHANGE”
Opening soon

 

Many more options for you to choose from go to our website for previous
projects-- www.ces-mexico.com.mx

CONTACT CES FOR QUOTATION FOR EXCITING 
MAKEOVER OF INTERIORS & EXTERIORS

We will provide a warm, comfortable, enjoyable, revitalized interior for you.

Our services guarantee satifaction if selling or just want a change...

Creative Essential Solutions  S.A. de C.V
Cosmo Residences, Calle sin nombre manzana 4, lot 2. Condo 7 A-2

Residencial Arrocito, Santa Cruz, Huatulco, C.P. 70989
Tel.  958-118-3487 & 958-117-5781

Huatulco's new designer furniture 
& interior accessories showroom



www.cosmoresidences.com
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